
13th April 2020 
 

Anchors 
 

“We have an anchor that keeps the soul 
Steadfast and sure while the billows roll, 
Fastened to the rock which cannot move, 

Grounded firm and deep in the Saviour’s Love.” 
Pricilla J Owens, Will your anchor hold? 

 

Knowing how hard Easter was going to be this year, I’d prepared this 

“Thought for the Day” a couple of weeks ago, to offer encouragement to 

people by reflecting on the positive aspects of Easter. But, the reality of 

our situation, and the feelings it has created in me, have caused me to 

revise this piece in the light of the thoughts I’m left with after Easter day. 

I wanted to say that Easter has confirmed I have an anchor “fasted 

to a rock which cannot move”; that my anchor was “grounded firm and 

deep” in my faith; that Easter has made sense; that I feel more steadfast 

and sure. But I’m not sure I can. One day – perhaps soon – I know I will 

be able to. But not yet. So, what am I left with after Easter?  

Sailors locally tell me that there’s such a thing as a Drift Anchor – a 

Sea Anchor or a Boat Brake. It’s a device that’s dropped overboard in 

heavy weather so that the boat can be stabilised and slowed down. 

Rather than binding the boat to the seabed with a conventional anchor, 

a Drift Anchor creates drag and acts as a brake. It’s normally attached to 

a boat’s bow (that’s the sharp end at the front!) and it stops the boat 

turning side-on to the waves and being overwhelmed by them. 

Today, I don’t feel I have the big anchor I hoped Easter would 

provide. I know it’s there, for I’ve used it before, and I’m certain it will 

work again. But, for now, I’ll have to rely on the Drift Anchor that’s been 

chucked into the sea – my family, friends, church, community, personal 

resilience – to slow me down, and to make sure I’m not totally 

overwhelmed. Thank God that, today, I have a Drift Anchor that will have 

to be enough for now.  
 

A prayer for today 

Ever present God: Will my anchor hold? Yes, I do believe it will. 

But it looks like I may have to drift for a bit before I feel completely safe. Amen 
 

An original reflection by © Tom Gordon 
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